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The South Pole Telescope: 

Unraveling the Mystery of Dark Energy



The South Pole Telescope (SPT)
Site  


• Best known mm-wave observing 
conditions


Telescope  

• 10 m with 1 deg2 field of view

• 3-colors: 100, 150, 220 GHz

• Resolution of 1.6, 1.2, 1.0 arcmin 

(well-matched to high-z clusters, r500 ~ 
2 arcmin at z=1)




Receivers

• 960 bolometers  

• Surveyed 2500 deg2 

• Final map depths of  

40 µK-arcmin @ 95 GHz 
18 µK-arcmin @ 150 GHz 
70 µK-arcmin @ 220 GHz 

• 1536 polarization-
sensitive bolometers  
• Surveying 500 deg2  

• Exp. map depths of 

8 µK-arcmin @ 95 GHz 
5 µK-arcmin @ 150 GHz 

• 15,234 polarization-
sensitive bolometers  
• Plan 2500 deg2 survey 

• Exp. map depths of  

4.2 µK-arcmin @ 95 GHz 
2.5 µK-arcmin @ 150 GHz 
4.0 µK-arcmin @ 220 GHz

SPT-SZ (2007-2011) SPT-Pol (2012-) SPT-3G (2016?)
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SPT-SZ 2500 deg2 survey

Deepest large-area map of the 
cosmic microwave background

WMAP lower resolution full sky 
map with SPT area marked



WMAP
W-band
30 deg2



Planck
143 GHz
30 deg2



SPTpol
150 GHz
30 deg2



SPTpol
150 GHz
30 deg2

Dusty, starforming galaxy

Radio and dusty galaxies 
show up as bright spots 



SPTpol
150 GHz
30 deg2

High signal to noise Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (SZ) galaxy cluster 
detections as “shadows” 
against the CMB! 



Purple overlay - 

Chandra X-ray 


Massive Clusters collect a lot of 
gas, and this gas heats up to 
~100,000,000 degrees as it falls 
into the cluster

Galaxy clusters
• Most massive (and 
rare) objects in the 
Universe 


- Can contain 
thousands of galaxies

- Most baryons in gas 
not stars


• Take billions of years to 
form 


- Form late enough to 
“feel” dark energy



thermal Sunyaev Zel’dovich 
(SZ) effect

hot gas in 
potential well of 
galaxy cluster

CMB photon 
scatters, 
preferentially 
gains energy.

Deficit of photons 
at SPT bands.
CMB

e-



Matched 
Filter

95 GHz

150 GHz

220 GHz

• Combine maps at different frequencies 
into a synthesized thermal SZ map, and find 
significant objects in that map 

• [OR: these steps can be combined into a single 
spatial-spectral filter (e.g. Tegmark 2000, Herranz et al. 
2002, Melin et al. 2006).]

S/N=6.3

Finding clusters in the SPT survey



S/N=5
Clusters from first third of SPT survey

S/N=22 SPT finds massive, high-redshift clusters

Staniszewski et al. (2009) - first blind SZ discoveries 
Vanderlinde et al. (2010) - 21 clusters from 2008 
Williamson et al. (2011) - 26 brightest clusters in full survey 
Benson et al. (2012) - Combining SZ + Xray for 2008 clusters

Reichardt et al. (2012) - 158 clusters from 2008+2009 
Bleem et al. (2015) - 516 clusters from full survey 

SPTpol extends to lower masses/higher z 



See, Bleem et al. ApJS 2015

Cluster Mass vs Redshift

SPT Cluster Sample Properties

Redshift

M
as

s:
 

• ~677 candidates in SPT 2500 
deg2 catalog
• 516 have measured redshifts 
• 80% are new discoveries
• 95% purity at S/N > 5 (409 
candidates)

• High redshift: 
• Median z ~ 0.55
• Three at z > 1.5 (highest w. 
spec-z is 1.478)

• Massive: 

•median M500=3.5x1014 Mo/h70 

• M500 > 2x1014 Mo/h70

• ~100% complete above 
5x1014 Mo/h70



Cosmology with Clusters

Tijmen de Haan, et al. In prep.



Observational signatures of 
Dark Energy

Text

Expansion 
of Universe

Gravitational 
Collapse

Growth of Structure: G(z)Geometry: Distance-redshift



Cosmology with Galaxy 
clusters

Volume 
Effect

Growth 
Effect

Joe Mohr

Depends on: 
Matter Power Spectrum, P(k) 
Growth Rate of Structure, D(z)

Depends on: 
Rate of Expansion, H(z)

ρ(z) = ρ0(1+z)3(1+w)


where w = ρ/p is dark energy eqn. of state

Cluster Abundance, dN/dz

Growth Geometry
€ 

dN
dΩdz

= n(z) dV
dΩdz
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Figure 7. Comparison of di↵erent cosmological probes of dark
energy. The countours show the simultaneous constraints on the
present day density of dark energy ⌦⇤ and the dark energy equa-
tion of state w. Using a prior on H0, the cluster data is able to
simultaneously constrain the two parameters, and is in good agree-
ment with the other probes. The other probes are sensitive to dark
energy only through its e↵ect on the geometry of the universe. The
cluster data therefore provides a valuable, primarily growth-based,
test of dark energy.

With the the increased number of clusters in this work
we are able to place constraints not only on the local
cluster abundance but also on the evolution of cluster
abundance with redshift. In particular, we examine the
constraints on the wCDM cosmology, where the equation
of state of dark energy w is a free parameter. We assume
that w is a constant (i.e., its value does not evolve with
redshift). This additional parameter a↵ects the clus-
ter abundance and observables through its influence on
the geometry of the universe and, more importantly, the
growth of structure. The geometrical e↵ects include the
change in the survey volume element and the angular
diameter distance that modifies the implied X-ray mass
information. However, in contrast to other probes of dark
energy, the cluster abundance measurement is also very
sensitive to w through its e↵ect on growth of structure,
primarily �

8

(z) (e.g., Wang & Steinhardt 1998; Haiman
et al. 2001).
In Figure 7, we show constraints on the dark energy

equation of state w and the energy density of dark energy
today ⌦

⇤

for di↵erent cosmological probes. With the
SPT

CL

+H
0

+BBN dataset, we obtain

w = �0.78± 0.25 (20)

and
⌦

⇤

= 0.692± 0.049. (21)

As explained in Appendix A, this measurement is lim-
ited primarily by our knowledge of the redshift evolution
of the observable-mass scaling relation. Since all probes
but the cluster abundance measurement are purely geo-
metrical tests in this plane, the consistency between the
cluster-implied parameter constraints, and those from
other datasets o↵ers an important systematic test of dark
energy.
As shown in Figure 8, the Planck measurements of the

primary CMB show a strong degeneracy between w and
�
8

. The addition of cluster data breaks the degeneracy

Figure 8. Combined constraints on w and �8, showing the im-
provement from adding the cluster data. Adding to the CMB
power spectrum data from Planck+WP improves the w constraint
by breaking the w-�8 degeneracy. In the case of the H0+BAO+✓
data combination, �8 is unconstrained and the cluster data only
improves w through its independent, primarily growth based, con-
straint.

and results in the marginalized constraints

w = �0.93± 0.14 (22)

and
�
8

= 0.81± 0.04. (23)

In the case of the dataset combination that does not
include primary CMB data (H

0

+BAO+SNe), �
8

is not
determined. Adding the cluster data improves the w
constraint by 17% through a direct measurement of the
dark energy parameters, rather than breaking the w-�

8

degeneracy. For this dataset we find

w = �1.13± 0.08. (24)

Finally, when considering the
Planck+WP+H

0

+BAO+SNe datasets, w is con-
strained to �1.06 ± 0.05. The allowed parameter space
shows a significant w-�

8

degeneracy, which allows the
addition of the cluster data to improve this constraint
by 20%, to

w = �1.03± 0.04. (25)

consistent with the a ⇤CDM cosmology where w = �1.

7. COMPARISON TO OTHER CLUSTER SURVEYS

In this section, we compare the SPT
CL

cosmological
constraints to results using other cluster surveys. We fo-
cus on the ⇤CDM constraints from §6.2, which employed
a SPT

CL

+H
0

+BBN dataset, and where we constrained
�
8

(⌦
m

/0.27)0.3 = 0.813± 0.041 and �
8

= 0.792± 0.044.
When comparing to other results, we will discuss di↵er-
ences where appropriate.
Other SZ cluster-based constraints include results from

the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT, Hasselfield
et al. 2013) and Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2014b, 2015) cluster surveys, however comparisons to
both are complicated by di↵erences in the assumed mass
calibration. In Hasselfield et al. (2013), the ACT collab-
oration reported cosmological constraints using 15 SZ-
selected clusters between 0.2 < z < 1.4. Several sets of

Planck + WP + 
H0 + BAO + 

SNe:  
w = -1.06±0.05 

Add clusters: 
w = -1.03±0.04

Preliminary!



Neutrinos as seen by LSS

∑mν = 0 eV

∑mν = 0.94 eV

k (Mpc-1)

P(
k)

 @
 z

=0
Matter power spectrum today

mν
Long 
scales: 
Faster 
expansion 
& 
clustering 
cancel 

(no net 
change)

Short 
scales: 
Faster 
expansion 
suppresses 
structure

0.1 eV changes cluster abundance by 25%

As discussed in Yvonne 
Wong’s talk this morning
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Figure 5. Constraints on the species-summed neutrino mass.
The addition of cluster constraints to either the Planck+WP or
Planck+WP+BAO datasets has a similar e↵ect: the posterior
peaks at positive values, but remains consistent with zero.

we combine our cluster abundance measurements with
Planck data is driven by the small residual tension be-
tween the preferred values of �

8

in the two datasets. This
has been pointed out by several authors (e.g., Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014b; Wyman et al. 2014; Battye
& Moss 2014), but is in contrast to the preference for
positive ⌃m

⌫

shown, for example, by the combination
of WMAP+SPT CMB power spectrum data and SPT
cluster data in Hou et al. (2014), in which the strongest
evidence for positive ⌃m

⌫

comes from the CMB power
spectrum data alone. In this work, we find relatively
good agreement between the preferred �

8

using the CMB
and SPT

CL

datasets, so the preference for positive ⌃m
⌫

is weak. Relative to the other cluster-based constraints
cited above, this is primarily due to the updated weak-
lensing based calibration described in §4.2, which has
shifted the normalization and increased the uncertainty
of the observable-mass relation in a way that relieves ten-
sion with the Planck CMB data (see Figure 2).

6.4. ⇤CDM + ⌃m
⌫

+ N
e↵

The e↵ective number of relativistic species, N
e↵

, af-
fects the CMB power spectrum by altering the time of
matter-radiation equality, changing the apparent sound
horizon at recombination (e.g., Hou et al. 2013). This
mechanism results in strong degeneracies between N

e↵

and other cosmological parameters, notably H
0

and �
8

,
when considering CMB data alone (e.g., Bashinsky &
Seljak 2004). Thus, the addition of constraints on �

8

—
such as from the cluster data in this work—and H

0

can
improve upon CMB-only constraints on N

e↵

.
Here, we consider simultaneously varying the species

summed neutrino mass and the e↵ective number of
relativistic species. In this cosmological model, the
Planck+WP data alone constrain the �

8

-⌦
m

-H
0

vol-
ume relatively poorly. Adding the cluster information

Figure 6. Simultaneous constraints on the e↵ective number of
relativistic species and the species-summed neutrino mass. The
addition of cluster data reduces the allowed parameter space.

improves on all three of those parameters by roughly a
factor of two. Through parameter degeneracies, this im-
proves the simultaneous constraints on N

e↵

and ⌃m
⌫

as
shown in Figure 6. The simultaneous constraints are

N
e↵

= 3.35± 0.30 (16)

and
⌃m

⌫

= 0.29± 0.19 eV, (17)

a 23% and 40% respective improvement over the
Planck+WP data alone.
Adding BAO data reduces the remaining allowed pa-

rameter space significantly and results in a degener-
acy between N

e↵

and ⌃m
⌫

, allowing for larger values
of N

e↵

for increasing ⌃m
⌫

. These constraints can be
further tightened with the addition of local H

0

mea-
surements, with the caveat that the best-fit value of
H

0

from the SPT
CL

+Planck+WP+BAO dataset, H
0

=
69.5 ± 1.5, is in mild tension with direct local mea-
surements from Riess et al. (2011). Proceeding to
add those local measurements, such that we consider a
SPT

CL

+Planck+WP+H
0

+BAO dataset, we find a pref-
erence for larger N

e↵

, resulting in the marginalized con-
straints of

N
e↵

= 3.68± 0.25 (18)

and
⌃m

⌫

= 0.19± 0.10 eV. (19)

Therefore, the combined dataset has a mild 2.5� pref-
erence for N

e↵

> 3.046, the standard model prediction.
This is primarily driven by the weak tension between lo-
cal H

0

measurements and the Planck+BAO dataset, as
has been noted by other authors (e.g., Hou et al. 2014;
Wyman et al. 2014; Battye & Moss 2014). In addition,
we note that the degeneracy between N

e↵

and ⌃m
⌫

that
arises when BAO data are included allows for larger val-
ues of N

e↵

than would be allowed assuming a fixed ⌃m
⌫

near the minimum value allowed in a normal neutrino
hierarchy (0.06eV), as can be seen in Figure 6.

6.5. wCDM

Preliminary!

Consistent with 
zero in all cases. 

  
with everything:  

∑mν = 0.10 ± 0.07
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Figure 5. Constraints on the species-summed neutrino mass.
The addition of cluster constraints to either the Planck+WP or
Planck+WP+BAO datasets has a similar e↵ect: the posterior
peaks at positive values, but remains consistent with zero.

we combine our cluster abundance measurements with
Planck data is driven by the small residual tension be-
tween the preferred values of �

8

in the two datasets. This
has been pointed out by several authors (e.g., Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014b; Wyman et al. 2014; Battye
& Moss 2014), but is in contrast to the preference for
positive ⌃m

⌫

shown, for example, by the combination
of WMAP+SPT CMB power spectrum data and SPT
cluster data in Hou et al. (2014), in which the strongest
evidence for positive ⌃m

⌫

comes from the CMB power
spectrum data alone. In this work, we find relatively
good agreement between the preferred �

8

using the CMB
and SPT

CL

datasets, so the preference for positive ⌃m
⌫

is weak. Relative to the other cluster-based constraints
cited above, this is primarily due to the updated weak-
lensing based calibration described in §4.2, which has
shifted the normalization and increased the uncertainty
of the observable-mass relation in a way that relieves ten-
sion with the Planck CMB data (see Figure 2).

6.4. ⇤CDM + ⌃m
⌫

+ N
e↵

The e↵ective number of relativistic species, N
e↵

, af-
fects the CMB power spectrum by altering the time of
matter-radiation equality, changing the apparent sound
horizon at recombination (e.g., Hou et al. 2013). This
mechanism results in strong degeneracies between N

e↵

and other cosmological parameters, notably H
0

and �
8

,
when considering CMB data alone (e.g., Bashinsky &
Seljak 2004). Thus, the addition of constraints on �

8

—
such as from the cluster data in this work—and H

0

can
improve upon CMB-only constraints on N

e↵

.
Here, we consider simultaneously varying the species

summed neutrino mass and the e↵ective number of
relativistic species. In this cosmological model, the
Planck+WP data alone constrain the �

8

-⌦
m

-H
0

vol-
ume relatively poorly. Adding the cluster information

Figure 6. Simultaneous constraints on the e↵ective number of
relativistic species and the species-summed neutrino mass. The
addition of cluster data reduces the allowed parameter space.

improves on all three of those parameters by roughly a
factor of two. Through parameter degeneracies, this im-
proves the simultaneous constraints on N

e↵

and ⌃m
⌫

as
shown in Figure 6. The simultaneous constraints are

N
e↵

= 3.35± 0.30 (16)

and
⌃m

⌫

= 0.29± 0.19 eV, (17)

a 23% and 40% respective improvement over the
Planck+WP data alone.
Adding BAO data reduces the remaining allowed pa-

rameter space significantly and results in a degener-
acy between N

e↵

and ⌃m
⌫

, allowing for larger values
of N

e↵

for increasing ⌃m
⌫

. These constraints can be
further tightened with the addition of local H

0

mea-
surements, with the caveat that the best-fit value of
H

0

from the SPT
CL

+Planck+WP+BAO dataset, H
0

=
69.5 ± 1.5, is in mild tension with direct local mea-
surements from Riess et al. (2011). Proceeding to
add those local measurements, such that we consider a
SPT

CL

+Planck+WP+H
0

+BAO dataset, we find a pref-
erence for larger N

e↵

, resulting in the marginalized con-
straints of

N
e↵

= 3.68± 0.25 (18)

and
⌃m

⌫

= 0.19± 0.10 eV. (19)

Therefore, the combined dataset has a mild 2.5� pref-
erence for N

e↵

> 3.046, the standard model prediction.
This is primarily driven by the weak tension between lo-
cal H

0

measurements and the Planck+BAO dataset, as
has been noted by other authors (e.g., Hou et al. 2014;
Wyman et al. 2014; Battye & Moss 2014). In addition,
we note that the degeneracy between N

e↵

and ⌃m
⌫

that
arises when BAO data are included allows for larger val-
ues of N

e↵

than would be allowed assuming a fixed ⌃m
⌫

near the minimum value allowed in a normal neutrino
hierarchy (0.06eV), as can be seen in Figure 6.

6.5. wCDM

Preliminary!

with everything: 
Neff =  

3.68 ± 0.25 
∑mν =  

0.19 ± 0.10 

marginal pref. 
for something 

new



SPT-3G will have 10x more clusters!

• 8000 clusters


• Improves DES dark 
energy figure of 
merit by x4 (Wu et al 
2010)


• 2% cluster mass 
calibration from 
CMB-cluster lensing0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
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M
as
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Redshift



In conclusion
• The SPT, Planck and ACT SZ surveys have found 

hundreds of massive galaxy clusters 
  Bleem et al., 2015 

de Haan et al., In prep. 

– Active followup program underway + Dark Energy Survey 

– Search for deviations from the standard model: 
•  Dark energy 
•  Neutrino masses 
•  and others like running of the scalar index. 

• Next generation of experiments will find thousands 
of galaxy clusters and substantially improve mass 
calibration 

                                       




